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1. Unified Knowledge, Integrative Mindset, Complete Perspective, Total Truth.
2. Awareness is power, perception is the key to solving all problems.
3. Self actualization is the highest and only true important one of the entire hierarchy of needs.
4. Knowledge of what’s within is more important than knowledge of what’s without. Understanding
yourself is the key to understanding the universe.
5. What’s within is consciousness. What’s without is the universe.
6. All of existence ultimately consists of two aspects. Reality and the mind. And the truth is, all of
reality is created by a mind and preexists within that mind.
7. Therefore all knowledge can be differentiated into two essential kinds. Knowledge of the mind
and knowledge of reality.
8. Two generic labels of such subjects are psychology and physics. A broader category definition
would be mind science and universal science.
9. The study of the mind is more important than the study of the universe. Knowing yourself should
be primary and knowing the environment should be secondary.
10. Reality is a mirror of the mind. Everything that is going on in the external world is simply a
reflection of the thoughts and beliefs going on in the mind.
11. Knowing what’s going on within and understanding how it translates onto the outside, is the key
to knowing the nature of all reality.
12. Awareness is the first step, the second step is change. You can only Be according to what you
know. All that you are is the sum of your thoughts.
13. You can only self actualize according to the level of awareness as well as the amount of wisdom,
understanding and knowledge that you have.
14. Wealth is an expression of your spiritual growth. Your level of prosperity is a reflection of the
amount of value you have create in this world. How much you benefit others.
15. The amount of value you create depends of the amount of genius, inspiration and inspired action
you have taken to bring that value to others in the greatest extent.
16. Having a unified understanding of all the key knowledge that governs all the important aspects of
life, is the way to having full capability for succeeding and living totally.
17. Providing the Integrated Key Knowledge, Awareness and Mindset for the purpose of being
empowered to the utmost for living and being is what Mind Reality is all about.
18. This is the vision, the aim and the purpose of Mind Reality in a nutshell.
19. To create value of the highest level in the most all encompassing and all reaching way. To benefit
the most number of people in the biggest possible way individually.
20. To be total, complete, whole, perfect. Have everything, be everything and do everything that is of
our greatest good. To live out our true nature as God.
21. To understand that everything is unified and also simplified. So we can be authentic and natural.
Because being natural is the natural order of things. Be and do.

Integration, Awareness, Being. Each of these core aspects make up the whole of Mind Reality. The
three contain seven each. Twenty one is triple perfection.
Mind Reality is also about essence. When you have essence, you are able to understand and generate
all the forms. Only the core is necessary because all things attach themselves to the core. Things at the
core lead to everything else. The core is the essence. Refine to the core, simplify to the essence.
I hope you’ve enjoyed this Ebook and benefited greatly from it. Mind Reality contains Unified Knowledge
that governs every area of life, reality and destiny. Learn the Secrets of Mind and Reality.
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